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Summary and Findings: One of the most notable changes in the U.S. retail market over the past 20 years has been the 

rise of big-box stores, retail chains defined by physically large stores and low-priced to midpriced goods. Big boxes 

originally developed in suburban locations, taking advantage of cheap land costs for their large footprint buildings and 
ample parking. Recently, however, big-box stores have begun to open establishments in downtown locations. In this 
paper, I examine changes in downtown retail composition across several metropolitan areas in California by conducting 
statistical analysis of the National Establishment Time-Series Database. Preliminary results suggest that big-box stores 
and other large retail chains form a small but growing segment of the downtown retail market. Differences in economic 
and demographic characteristics between central cities and suburbs suggest that downtown locations may offer big-box 
stores access to a different consumer base. Increasing saturation by big-box stores in the suburbs may also be driving 
urban expansions. 

Implications for Policy and Practice: The arrival of low-cost chain stores in central cities has important implications 
for urban consumers, independent mom-and-pop retailers, and the physical landscape of downtown. These stores offer 
urban consumers greater availability and lower prices for basic household goods, such as groceries, clothes, and school 
supplies, especially in low-income “retail deserts.” They also provide local employment opportunities, although wages 
and labor practices at big-box firms have created concerns among unions and labor advocates. Chain stores are likely to 
increase pressure on nearby mom-and-pop stores that sell similar products. Architects and urban planners are grappling 
with ways to modify big-box store designs from the typical suburban model to integrate with the existing built 
environment and accommodate different shopping and transportation patterns. 

Visit http://www.frbatlanta.org/news/conferences/13resilience_rebuilding.cfm for the full conference agenda and other conference 
materials. 


